The 21st century students need advanced knowledge-based skills to succeed in the today’s competitive globalised world. Transforming learning process with a focus on building students’ competences is one of key teachers’ tasks in order to give learners more opportunities to be involved in creating new educational methods according to current requirements as well as redesigning traditional lessons and learning activities. Foreign language knowledge has become an integral part of professional competence and successful career of a modern specialist. Professional competencies of graduates are a complex system of specialized knowledge and skills. There is a growing need for specialists who are practically fluent in foreign languages that allows them to establish professional contacts. A special place in the system that promotes the formation of students’ professional competencies is occupied by the discipline “English for Specific Purposes” which provides the opportunity for successful professional communication.

For recent years ESP has emerged as one of the priority areas for technical universities. ESP vocabulary learning should be developed through research methodology to enhance students’ language skills enriching learning process with a collaborative, practice-based approach that helps educators provide activities for their students to be actively engaged with tutorials, IT-technologies, discussions and self-assessment in classrooms.

The aim of the article is to identify the effective strategies and interactive tools for ESP vocabulary learning. Since foreign language knowledge is an integral part of a successful career in any field, special attention is paid to the process of ESP learning for technical students.

The scholars and educators discuss the theoretical and practical approaches to teaching and learning ESP globally. For the last decades, numerous studies have been focused on the different aspects of effective ESP learning and teaching: motivation to learn English (S. Caciora, A. Stuza) and teach ESP (W. Bekai, S. Harkouss), language learning strategies in ESP (D. Pirsl, S. Popovska, N. Stojkovic), making and using word lists for language learning (I. S. P. Nation), and interactive tools for ESP vocabulary learning. The study considers positive aspects of distance support in particular educational circumstances. It outlines the most common challenges arising in the process of learning ESP. Special attention is drawn to monitoring the most effective methods of teaching ESP for the students of technical specialties. The article focuses on the studying of students’ vocabulary learning strategies to make less of a struggle which have been shown to play an important role in future students’ professional life.
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Each stage of human development is characterized by the emergence of new concepts that instantly find their terminological reflection in a language. The process of terms appearing is rapid and lasting, explaining why the study of a foreign language for specific purposes is largely concentrated on mastering the basics of professional translation. Since ESP vocabulary is the bulk of the modern linguistic fund, particular importance is attached to the study of structural and semantic features of the term and the peculiarities of its translation.

At the initial stage, students get acquainted with the concept of “term”, its main features and characteristics that distinguish it from general words. The process of new terms formation is associated with the emergence of new scientific ideas and areas of research, development of new technologies, the creation of new technological processes.

New terms that are not in dictionaries are usually the carriers of the most important information for the recipient of the message. Terminological vocabulary occupies a prominent place in the vocabulary of any literary language. The study of the peculiarities of the term translation is important not only because of the significant prevalence of this phenomenon, but also because of reflection importance of the surrounding reality in translation.

The international vocabulary takes a relevant place in the professional language having certain features of its translation. According to the analysis of recent research, it is known that international words get into one or another language either due to borrowing from another language, or due to the fact that two languages borrowed the corresponding word from the third language (for example, from Latin or Greek). They are enriched by new links, new combinations and often require the ways of new translation equivalents not registered in dictionaries. The largest number of errors in translations occur precisely because of the above lexical phenomenon, which creates difficulties for translation.

An equally common problem that students face in the process of mastering ESP is the translation of pseudo-international terms which are more often associated and identified in two languages in content or usage however do not fully correspond to each other. In ESP learning the term remains in the centre of attention, starting with the gradual mastery of general lexical units, which step by step turns into mastering professional terminology. In English classes in order to improve the skills of terms translation, the teacher offers students tasks to translate sentences or texts on professional topics from English into Ukrainian and vice versa. However, performing such tasks as translation of scientific and technical texts students have a number of difficulties.

Taking into account the complexity and versatility of both the concept of term and the problems of its translation, a language teacher faces the need to design a relevant ESP course organizing a learning process that would create the most effective conditions for the study of professional terminology [7]. In most cases the acquisition of ESP vocabulary goes in parallel with the study of professional disciplines, which to some extent facilitates not only understanding, but also memorizing a large number of terms. Consultations of teachers of professional disciplines certainly contribute to the acquisition of ESP vocabulary.

The study of professional terminology by students of technical specialties should be consistent and systematic. As a rule, the ESP course is organized in such a way that the assimilation of terms occurs in the process of working on scientific and technical texts. The regularity of this type of work provides a gradual mastery of a certain professional terminology. When working on a professionally-oriented text, it becomes appropriate to keep dictionaries that contain terms of a particular specialty with the provided translation. This gives an opportunity not only to systematize knowledge, but also facilitates its acquisition [9]. However, the modern student often perceives the learning process through a close connection with the latest technologies.

The learning of professional terminology is of particular difficulty for students, since the terms are limited in lexical compatibility and different semantic relationships. There are various ways of teaching English professional terminology. The basic unit of information in English for specific purposes is the authentic text. Authentic professionally oriented texts help students to accumulate and systematize the lexical minimum, sufficient for the ability to work with professionally significant information. The acquired terminological minimum of texts allows students to read and extract information from special texts, thus widening their professional horizons [14]. Students begin to understand that the language practice is an effective way to learn ESP vocabulary: they find it easier to memorize a new word using it. New words are better learned both in speaking and writing.

The experts believe that the process of learning ESP vocabulary includes two systems: motivation and methods [11]. Students motivation is an important factor that determines their need to learn vocabulary. This has a great influence on learning strategies and helps to control the educational process and evaluate students’ learning outcomes. ESP teacher makes better use of strategies by exploring students’ motivation in learning vocabulary. It is believed that ESP vocabulary should be carefully studied focusing on functions and used in context [14]. Studied through reading vocabulary is easier to be learnt in texts rather than in the lists of words, as the meaningful context allows for more complex and deep processing.

Effective learning of ESP vocabulary includes three key stages: introduction, training and control. It is important to provide students with the opportunity to observe and use origin speech patterns in the English language. For this purpose, it is proposed to use problem-based approaches. Learning new ESP vocabulary, the introduction stage covers drawing attention to new terminology in the context, revealing the meanings of new lexical units with the help of a linguistic guess, relying on previous language experience and theoretical information received by students in native language. At this stage, the students are involved in the following cognitive processes: mental needs of remembering; finding common features in the lexical material; correlation of unknown features with known ones,
memorizing of lexical units at the level of phrases, as well as at the level of sentences; grouping for compatibility; compilation of thematic series of words.

The next stage of training students in the use of ESP vocabulary is the supporting and encouraging them in speech communicative activities. This stage is characterized by the use of personal-oriented methods and technologies as problem-based tasks, games, projects, etc. The choice depends on the material being studied, the teacher’s methodological preferences, and cognitive characteristics of students. This stage is characterized by authenticity of texts, intercultural orientation, use of complex communicative tasks, combining several types of speech activity, solving the problem of new lexical units’ usage.

At this stage, the development and improvement of lexical competence in the application of new lexical units takes place, where the speech actions of students with lexical material are organized from reproduction within clearly defined limits to creative products. Exercises at the training stage are aimed at solving communicative problems based on active ESP vocabulary usage, quick solution of communicative tasks in different types of speech activity. The stage of training productive skills in the types of speech activity coincides with the improvement of lexical competence.

Learning strategies and activities are the tasks and exercises that students do as part of their university-related work both in and out of lessons. They can be exercises, that students complete in one class period or extended tasks or projects. Learning strategies and activities incorporate a research-based methodology and practice-based studying for learning activities to ensure teachers are embedding the 21st century foreign language skills in ESP teaching practices.

Vocabulary learning strategies are introduced in a number of research studies. In a well-known Schmitt’s Taxonomy, vocabulary learning strategies are classified into five categories of acquiring new vocabulary: determination, social, memory, cognitive, and metacognitive [13]. The researcher developed two groups of the vocabulary learning strategies: discovery strategies (determination and social) and consolidation strategies (memory, cognitive, and metacognitive).

American scholars identify two types of vocabulary learning strategies (direct and indirect). They define the direct vocabulary learning strategy as a “mental” one that includes cognition, memorization and compensation sub-strategies through which students learn vocabulary intentionally, whereas the indirect vocabulary learning strategy involves the use of metacognition, affective and social strategies [12].

According to Nation’s Taxonomy vocabulary learning strategy are grouped into: planning, sources, and processes [10]. During the first stage students plan their learning, then they explore relevant sources and use processes to learn vocabulary. The recent studies have proven the enhancement of vocabulary learning through gamification strategy [6].

A teacher provides all of the resources and materials to accompany their ESP learning process analysing the impact of learning strategies on student learning and deep understanding of their future goals, facilitating students to use new activities within their own learning to create a lasting effect of change in the long run, sharing new learning activities with other educators, giving an opportunity for students to discuss, support and use knowledge mastering the English language skills.

ESP teachers constantly research educational technologies to identify the most effective ones. The communicative approach plays a valuable role for theories and practices in ESP vocabulary learning strategies. Researchers emphasize on the crucial role of vocabulary knowledge in the development of student’s communicative competence [1; 2; 4].

A number of effective ESP vocabulary teaching tools such as context drills, word-on-board games, flash-card games, presentations, dictionary use, blended learning and role-play-based learning. These valuable tools are increasingly being used as more motivating and immersive ways to engage technical students in ESP vocabulary learning process. Use of a role play and presentation in learning process will help to build useful acquisition of professional terminology that has been problematic and in need of improvement [15]. Researchers believe that students should be introduced with such tools that allow them to develop communication skills for professional life as well as cognitive activity [5; 8].

The students themselves become interested in learning, using and understanding ESP vocabulary while being involved in learning process. Researchers believe that students should be introduced with such tools that allow them to develop communication skills for professional life as well as cognitive activity.

According to scientists, the use of computers is an integral part of the process of ESP mastering as it makes it easier to work with huge amounts of professional information and speeds up efficiency of learning. Learning professional terminology with the help of computers is becoming more diverse and interesting. Interactive computer technology makes learning ESP easier, as they activate students’ critical thinking and increase motivation to study [3]. Since technical university students learn both specialized vocabulary and general technical terminology these practical tasks improve the skills of terms translation, help not only to understand but also to memorize a large number of terms.

Using IT-technologies, the teacher combines a variety of active elements that help diversify tasks aimed at mastering ESP vocabulary. Students, in turn, not only perform training exercises but also control the correctness of their performance. As a result, modern computer technology is becoming more reliable support of the teacher in the process of teaching a foreign language for professional purposes.
The distance learning tools help ESP teachers to organise vocabulary practice. Due to the limited number of practical English classes at technical faculties, the learning process often shifts to independent work. The peculiarity of distance education is that students are actively involved in the learning process. This leads to a focus on the quality of the course, taking into account the needs and individual development of each student. Special attention should be given to specialized platforms for distance education support. The main potential of such platforms is that the courses contain interactive elements like forums, glossaries, tasks, quizzes, surveys, databases and others. Different online platforms, such as Kahoot, LearningApps, Moodle, Padlet, Quizlet, Quizizz, Wordwall enable ESP teachers to motivate technical student to memorize professional terminology in easy, interesting and creative way. The ESP vocabulary training and testing process based on the use of innovative online tools encourages collaboration and communication in the language classes. In the conditions of constant quarantine restrictions, online platforms are the best options for ESP in the context of blending learning.

However, modern technologies do not always become a reliable assistant in the process of mastering professional terminology. Almost every student uses computer translators when preparing for an English class and completing professional translation assignments. The analysis of such works illustrates all the shortcomings of AI translation. However, working with e-dictionaries not only provides effective mastery of terminology, but also increases the motivation.

To sum up, the main task of a language teacher is to consider all the above discussed vocabulary learning strategies and interactive tools to help guide and optimize ESP learning of technical students. It is also important to take into account that each interactive tool allows creating new scenarios, combining different capabilities of online platforms. In turn, students are given more flexibility in performing tasks that significantly increases the motivation of students to learn ESP contributing to the active development of future professionals.
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У процесі бурхливого розвитку інформаційних технологій традиційна система освіти потребує значного оновлення відповідно до сучасних стандартів XXI століття. Заклади вищої освіти перебувають на етапі реорганізації процесу навчання, орієнтованого на особистість студента, його здібності та потреби. Фахівець будь-якої галузі, який легко орієнтується у професійній термінології, дуже зацікавлений через готовність до продуктивного спілкування та впевненості у професійній діяльності. Вивчення фахової термінології сприяє підвищенню якості навчального процесу викладання англійської мови професійного спрямування та відповідно розвитку мовних навичок студентів технічних спеціальностей. Будучи основою будь-якої професійної мови, термін є зразком професійно орієнтованого викладу.

У статті аналізуються основні характеристики термінів, їх особливості, інтернаціональна лексика та основні труднощі, з якими стикаються студенти у практиці перекладу термінології. Вивчення професійно орієнтованої лексики є складним і непростим досвідом. У статті представлено останні дослідження проблем організації відповідного процесу. Визначено ефективні стратегії та інтерактивні інструменти для вивчення професійно орієнтованої лексики. В основі дослідницької роботи навчання англійською мовою підготовлено навчальне змістовне матеріалу, яке включило підкреслення конкретних термінів, їх основних характеристичних ознак. Викладачам надано фото, зображення з відповідними коментарями, а також відеосюжети з навчального процесу. Якщо студент не може знайти досить точну інформацію, викладач може використати відеоматериальну техніку інтерактивного навчання.

З метою подолання основних складностей у навчанні студентів-іноземців (комунікаційно-лінгвістичних, підготовчих, розбіжностей рівня базової підготовки іноземців до навчання англійською мовою) було вперше впроваджено модель вчителя-посередника. Ця модель передбачає активне участі викладача в процесі навчання, особливого уваги приділено розвитку навичок комунікації на англійській мові, захисту учасників навчального процесу, а також адаптації до нових умов навчання. З метою посилення позитивних аспектів розвитку навчального процесу та підвищення якості навчання, у викладених темах зосереджені на вивченні термінів, що відображають специфіку спеціалізованого навчального процесу.
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